Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting
May 14, 2020, 2:00 pm – via Zoom

Present: Grace Lasker, Ceri Nishihara, Cheryl Gordon, Avery Shinneman, Rob Turner, Hazeline Asuncion

Guests: Pam Lundquist, Annette Anderson, Marissa Herringer

Curriculum reviewed:

- **B HLTH 511**
  Curriculum Development in Nursing Education
  CCASC Recommendation: Suggested description change: “Explores selected philosophical approaches and theoretical principles underlying the practice of nursing and education that are essential to assuring context responsive educational programs.” Ensure LOs 1, 4, 5 and 6 reflect learning gains after completing course rather than tasks performed during course. Consider combining LOs 1 & 2 and combining LOs 4 & 5.
  CCASC Decision: PENDING, RETURN TO GRACE

- **B HLTH 510**
  Technology and Pedagogy
  CCASC Recommendation: Change number of course so that it doesn’t conflict, suggest removing Bloom’s Taxonomy from description, consult with Educational Studies about teaching course. Ensure LOs 3, 4, and 5 reflect learning gains after completing course rather than tasks performed during course.
  CCASC Decision: PENDING, RETURN TO GRACE

- **B HLTH 580**
  Genetics and Public Health
  CCASC Recommendation: Fix description, complete overlapping courses section, learning objectives section, breakdown of hours sections, and add syllabus. Remove instructor name.
  CCASC Decision: PENDING, RETURN TO GRACE

- **B HLTH 480**
  Genetics and Public Health
  CCASC Recommendation: Fix description, complete overlapping courses section, learning objectives section, breakdown of hours sections, and add syllabus. Remove instructor name.
  CCASC Decision: PENDING, RETURN TO GRACE

1503s reviewed:

- **Business - Accounting Option Update 1503**
  CCASC Recommendation: If Business wants to keep electives in catalogue, this 1503 would need to go through. If not, 1503 is not necessary. Content about graduate education does not go on 1503.
  CCASC Decision: PENDING, RETURN TO GRACE

- **SNHS – Evergreen 1503**
  CCASC Recommendation:
  CCASC Decision: APPROVED

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri
Meeting adjourned at 3pm
Next meeting will be May 28